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 Ticket to Ride Asia (Board Game - Expansion)
by DAYS OF WONDER

ISBN: 824968117736
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $48.50

NOT A STAND-ALONE GAME! Requires an original copy of Ticket to Ride or Ticket to Ride Europe to play.Embark on an incredible adventure in Alan
R. Moon's Team Asia map as you and a partner compete against other teams on a 25,000 kilometer ride from Kabul to Beijing, through the steppes of
Mongolia and the Gobi desert up to the Yellow River!Or, if you prefer the quiet pleasures of traveling alone along the Silk Road, or winding your way
through the hustle and bustle of Indochina, venture into the forbidden eastern lands of François Valentyne's Legendary Asia. Just be ready for a hair-rising
ride through the mountain passes of the Himalayas!

 Ticket to Ride Europe Board Game
by DAYS OF WONDER

ISBN: 824968717929
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Days of Wonder, Inc.
Pub. Date: 2015-01-01
Pages: 
Price: $79.00

Ticket to Ride: Europe takes you on a new train adventure across Europe. From Edinburgh to Constantinople and from Lisbon to Moscow, you'll visit great
cities of turn-of-the-century Europe. More than just a new map, Ticket to Ride: Europe features brand new gameplay elements including Tunnels, Ferries,
and Train Stations. The game also includes larger format cards and Train Station game pieces.Like the original Ticket to Ride, the game remains elegantly
simple, can be learned in 5 minutes, and appeals to both families and experienced gamers. Ticket to Ride: Europe is a complete, new game and does not
require the original version.

 Ticket to Ride Heart of Africa (Board Game - Expansion)
by DAYS OF WONDER

ISBN: 824968817742
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $38.00

Set in the vast wilderness of Africa at the height of its exploration by intrepid explorers, missionaries and adventurers, Ticket to Ride Map Collection:
Volume 3 - The Heart of Africa, a single-sided expansion map for Ticket to Ride or Ticket to Ride: Europe, focuses on the central and southern "heart" of
the continent displayed in a vertical format.This expansion introduces 45 new terrain cards, divided into three different terrain types. Each type is associated
with different route colors: Desert/Savanna cards for yellow, orange and red routes; Jungle/Forest cards for green, blue and purple routes; and Mountain/Cliff
cards for black, white and grey Routes. Players can draw terrain cards just like train cards and they may use these to double the value of the routes they
claim, under certain conditions.
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 Ticket To Ride Nordic Countries Game

by DAYS OF WONDER

ISBN: 824968717981
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Days of Wonder
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $71.50

Ticket to Ride Nordic Countries takes you on a Nordic adventure through Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden as you travel to the great northern cities of
Copenhagen, Oslo, Helsinki and Stockholm. Visit Norway's beautiful fjords and the magnificent mountain scenery on the Rauma Railway. Breathe in the
salt air of the busy Swedish ports on the Baltic Sea. Ride through the Danish countryside where Vikings once walked. Hop-on the Finnish railway and travel
across the Arctic Circle to the land of the Midnight Sun.Players collect cards of various types of train cars that enable them to claim railway routes and pass
through tunnels and onto ferries, as they connect cities throughout the Nordic Countries.As with previous versions, the game remains elegant, can be learned
in 5 minutes and provides hours of fun for families and experienced gamers alike
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